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Solife Suite 7
Welcome to this new issue of VERMEG’s Solife quarterly newsletter. We aim to keep you informed on what VERMEG
is achieving and envisioning.
The Solife team is pleased to announce that it released the S7.4 on September 15th, 2020. This version includes a larger API
catalog to accelerate and streamline front-end deployments with a new list of REST APIs to manage Client profiles. In addition,
S7.4 is now completely compatible with JDK11.
Just like the previous one, this version is cloud-compliant as more and more clients consider a shift to Solife on the public cloud.

Modular Offer
The insurance offer is expanded with a new stand-alone component: Pricing. It is a new module for life and non-life insurance.
It has a full microservices architecture, a configuration screen developed in Angular and is fully covered by automatic testing.
It is based on a configurable catalog, has evolutive technical bases in coverage pricing, 2-Directions pricing mode (risk value
to premium and premium to risk value), a multi-layer premium calculation, and integrated testing tools.

Collective Offer

New Non-Life Offer

The business scope includes:

/ Subscription process with pricing on flexible offer

VERMEG continues to offer additional digital journeys to its
clients. The latest one is a non-life Digital Journey decoupled
from our back end. It is also the result of a common approach
with our clients to build a new interface based on their legacy
systems.

Upcoming

Did you know?

Solife’s roadmap reflects VERMEG’s ambitious vision when it
comes to providing a new Digital journey. It is also the result of
many discussions with our clients who expressed their new
needs and shared with us their own vision of how they wish
to evolve.

VERMEG can help you digitize your solutions. As such,
VERMEG has developed a seamless end-to-end digital
insurance journey that meets your end customers’
expectations. The journey combines analysis, customer
knowledge, and artificial intelligence to enable you to
increase sales performance and meet your customers’
expectations, strengthening your relationship with your
base customers and ensuring their loyalty.

/ Subscription process with pricing based on statistics
/ Subscription process with pricing on a packaged offer

As such, the upcoming standard release in March 2021 will
include a New UI developed in Angular. A new back-office
oriented digital layer with simple screens, native guidance
and requiring very little training.

Don’t forget that we have a recently-updated training catalogue for our clients and implementation partners
around our offer.
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